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A comprehensive review of solar power technologies in 1971, directed to explore the potential for
employing solar energy on a mass scale, led us to conclude that paraboloidal-dish-based systems
provided a great opportunity for future energy supply, especially because of the high realizable
temperatures (and low losses of receivers) and consequent high efficiencies of solar heat-driven
processes. Subsequently, practical confirmation of this potential has reinforced further the earlier
views.

In making comparative assessments between systems employing dishes, central receivers and
troughs from time to time, we have always been led to the result that the efficacy of the respective
technologies and the associated economic.') follow in this descending order in many applications,
but especially in electricity generation, the provision of high quality process heat, and the solar
powering of thermochemieal reactions.

Moreover, for various reasons (including the wide range of effective system sizes and applications
and the matter of least site disturbance), we have preferred to pursue dish-based systems — in the
face of most developments which have followed other approaches. Lately, the advent of cost-
effective large dishes has, we believe, further enhanced the appropriateness of this technology.

The paper considers the following:

""Technological and Economic Aspects of Paraboloidal Dishes
A rationale for using dish-based systems
Configuration; actuation; control
Reflective surfaces; concentration ratio
Performance
Cost veisus size
O\&M aspects
Rationale, technology, economics and strategies for reflective surface cleaning
Dish arrays: features, constraints; space/shading economics

•Application Areas — Technology and Economics
Electricity generation; process heat
Cogeneration desalination systems
Dish-thermochemical
Dish-concentrating-photovoltaics

•Distributed Dish-Based Electricity Generating Systems with Central Plant
Configuration of collector arrays — optimization considerations
Heat transport networks
Central plant aspects
Backup systems: heat storage; gas-fired augmentation; combined cycle;

technological and economic aspects: baseload satisfaction in
intermittent sunshine

Energy conversion and transport based on steam; other fluids; thermochemical
Operation and control during transient and steady state operation; optimization
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Technological and economic performance; performance indicators
*Economic Aspects of Dish-Based Systems

Nature of the technology allows the use of existing industrial processes and
techniques
Benefits of system and component size and scale of production run
Installation aspects
Operation and maintenance (including dish reflective surface cleaning)
Long range marginal costs and their sensitivity to various parameters

•Comparative Assessment of Electricity Generation Systems
based on: Parabolic troughs

Central receivers
Dish Stirling units
Concentrating photovoltaics using dishes
Distributed dish central plant

*Future Directions and Potential of Dishes and Systems
New dish concepts; configuration, actuation, size, materials
General effects of scale up on practicability, performance and economics
Potential for substantial cost reduction by utilizing more-direct paths from raw
materials to finished product
Directions for new developments

*ConcIuding Discussion

Very early in our studies it became evident that thermochemical systems based on dishes presented
much opportunity, since they held a key to solving problems of energy storage and transport and
provided a means for collecting solar energy - with little loss — from vast areas, for delivery to a
central plant. Due to the relative ease of storage and transport, such systems make it practicable to
decouple geographically the energy collection function from the storage and utilization. Later, the
use of paraboloidal dishes for producing high quality heat and concentrated photon flux was seen
to provide the means to achieve many other solar-driven reactions, including solar gasification of
fossil materials and of biomass. This provides the potential for the early use of solar/fossil
combined systems for reducing pollution and alleviating CO2 generating problems and storing
large amounts of solar energy in the product gases (CO2); the production of the same results more
benignly by using biomass; and the solar-driven production of other fuels and chemicals — in a
real sense, in due course providing the opportunity to gain most of our energy from the sun in a
more benign manner than from fossil or nuclear sources.

The above has provided the drive for our efforts for more than two decades. The recent
realization, in our third paraboloidal dish-based solar thermal power system, of large cost-effecuve
dishes, has carried these developments to power utility level. System number four is to use some
30 dishes (each 400 m2 aperture area) in a 2 MWe commercial demonstration plant with natural
gas backup. Larger systems of 10, 20, 30, 100 MWe are being studied with a view to application
over the next few years, the economy of size having been well authenticated. Larger, more cost-
effective dishes are expected to play a significant role in these future developments.


